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Christmas trimmings made with love
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eal Christmas trees, and
choosing the perfect one,
was a treasured tradition
in my family. While I remember
well our yearly tree search, I do not
remember the end of this story. It
was supplied by my sister, Barbara
Jeanne, a.k.a. “Neanie,” the hot
cocoa maker.

A While Back
It is Saturday morning, about
a week till Christmas, and I am 5
and a half years old. I am sitting at
the kitchen table in my nightgown,
swinging my legs and spooning
hot cereal into my mouth. It’s
called farina, but Mama says it’s
the same thing as Cream of Wheat.
Terry, my friend, Donna’s sister,
eats Cream of Wheat without
sugar because she is trying to lose
weight. I tried it and it was awful.
So I mix in plenty of sugar and
canned milk, then put a big gob of
butter on top. I like to let the butter
melt and make a little lake on my
farina.
Daddy is sitting in his usual
spot with a cup of coffee while
Mama stands at the stove ixing
sausage and eggs. Daddy likes
spicy sausage, and I try a piece
but I don’t really care for it. Papaw
says it will put hair on my chest. I
still eat it, but I use my ingernails
to pick out the little pieces of red
pepper.
Daddy asks if I think we ought
to go get a Christmas tree today.
I say yes and beam at him with a
mostly toothless grin. My teeth are
coming out early — Mama says it’s
because I had a fever when I was
a baby — and I lost another one at
school the other day. I accidentally
swallowed it, but that is beside the
point. The point is we are going to
get a Christmas tree today.
After breakfast, Mama hollers
for the girls to get ready and starts
bundling me up. I sit back in my
chair so that Mama can put my
boots on. They used to be Gina’s
boots and are still a little too big
for me, but it works out because
I can put two pairs of socks on.
In minutes I am already hot and
anxious to get going.
Mama puts cotton in both of my
ears because I am getting over a
head cold, then pulls my hat down
low. I don’t like hats because they
make my head itch, but Mama
fusses at me to keep it on anyway.
Daddy says he is going to warm
up the car. He does this mostly
because he is not very patient,
and in a house full of girls that is
a drawback. Mama asks Papaw if
he wants to come with us but he
says no. He is going to stay home
and get cleaned up, and with only
one bathroom in the house it is a
good opportunity to do that when
everyone is gone.
Outside, the air freezes in my
nostrils and Mama pulls my scarf
up over my nose. There isn’t much
snow but there are patches of ice in
the yard. Neanie takes a lying leap
off of the front porch and races
Gina to the car, half sliding and
half running. Daddy already has
the back hatch open and the two
of them take their usual spots very
back of our blue station wagon.
Lizzie, the oldest one still at home,
sits behind Mama and I sit behind
Daddy.
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Lemon bars and a tin of tea make a lovely Christmas gift for someone special.
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Chocolate lovers will appreciate these Irish Lace cookies served Brussels style.
there really isn’t room for another
person to haul.
Lizzie is the tallest so she helps
Daddy tie the tree to the roof. On
the way home, Gina and Neanie
start singing Christmas carols in
the back, only they change some
of the words. Before long they are
laughing so hard that nobody can
understand what they are saying.
When we get to town, Mama asks
Daddy to stop at the corner store
for canned milk to make hot cocoa.
Neanie makes the very best hot
cocoa ever.
Back at the house, Neanie and
Mama go inside but Gina, Lizzie
and I stay outside to watch Daddy
work on the tree. He cuts off a
couple of dead branches at the
bottom and then trims the trunk
so that it is even. When he’s done,
he takes a cigarette break before
pulling the tree around the house
to the front door. The rest of us
head in through the back.

again.” She turns back to the stove
and puts a pan of cookies in the
oven.

The Recipes
Everybody has a favorite
cookie, or sometimes more than
one favorite. I like to make small
batches of several kinds so that
there will be a variety for everyone
to enjoy. Cookies can be plain or
fancy, but at Christmas time it
doesn’t really matter. What’s most
important is that they are made
with love and care, and shared with
many.

Irish Lace Cookies

Rich and buttery, this
versatile little cookie can be
made several different ways.
Lining your cookie sheets with
parchment helps to ease removal
of the cookies, but you can also
just thoroughly spray the pans
graphisfairy.com photo
with non-stick spray. They will
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spread out quite a bit, so only
Cookie Time
put 6 cookies on each sheet, and
immediately pour illing over hot
Vintage Lemon Bars
The kitchen table is piled with
check 2 different ways to inish
crust. Bake at 350 for 25-30 minutes,
lour, sugar, blocks of butter and
off these cookies at the end of
My original recipe for these
or until the illing is set. Cool
bags of nuts. Neanie is stirring hot the recipe.
cookies made a huge sheet pan
completely before cutting into
cocoa at the stove, while Mama
½ cup (1 stick) real butter, softened full, which was a bit hard manage squares or triangles; dust with
1 cup brown sugar
rests a big bowl on her hip and
powdered sugar. Makes about 2
from the counter to the oven.
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
dozen cookies, more if served as tea
is whipping butter and sugar
This is a scaled down version to
Dash salt
together for the irst batch of
make an amount that is easier to sized triangles.
cookies. By the end of the day, she 2 tablespoon evaporated milk
deal with. If at all possible, ind
Diabetic Friendly
will have two big popcorn tins illed 1 cup rolled oats
some cultured butter to make
Preheat oven to 350 degrees;
Peanut Butter Cookies
with all of our favorites, each kind
these with and you will have a
prepare cookie sheets with
wrapped separately in tin foil so the parchment or non-stick spray.
Made with a granulated sugar
very special gift to give.
lavors don’t mix.
The Perfect Tree
substitute instead of sugar, this
Thoroughly cream the butter,
Crust
familiar recipe makes an ideal cookie
Papaw is standing in the middle sugar and vanilla. Stir in the
When we get to the woods,
cups all-purpose lour
for those with diabetic restrictions. I
there is more snow on the ground. of the kitchen, all cleaned up and
remaining ingredients and blend well. 2
3⁄4 cup powdered sugar
used well rounded teaspoonfuls of
Everybody climbs out of the car
smelling like Old Spice. The house Place 6 teaspoon sized balls onto
Dash salt
dough and ended up getting 14
prepared cookie sheets and bake no
and starts wandering through the is warm and it smells good, too,
1 cup (2 sticks) butter, cold and cut cookies out of a batch, resulting in
more
than
8
minutes.
You
want
the
snow in search of the perfect tree. like cocoa and cookies. I am so
into cubes
just over 4 net grams of
edges to begin to brown but the
Mama has the inal say so every
happy that I run up to Papaw and
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
carbohydrates per cookie. (Net grams
cookie itself to be soft. Makes about 2
time we think we’ve found the
wrap him up in the tightest hug
Lightly spray a 9” x 13” pan with nonequals carbs minus iber.) For folks
dozen, or half that as Brussels style
right one Daddy looks at her for
that I can make. The girls suddenly cookies.
stick spray.
who cannot tolerate peanuts, try
In a large bowl mix together the
the OK. After several shakes of
start laughing and Mama covers
making them with almond butter
lour, powdered sugar and salt. With a instead.
her head, she inally gives Daddy her mouth with one hand, but I can
Variations
pastry blender or two forks, cut the
a nod and he gets to work with the see that she is laughing, too.
1 cup peanut butter
For pirouettes, roll each cookie
butter into the lour mixture; press
hand saw. Before long, the tree is
They are looking at the loor
1 cup granulated sugar substitute
into a tube shape while it is still warm the dough into the prepared pan.
(such as Splenda)
down.
where Papaw and I are standing. I and soft. (Once cooled the cookies
Bake at 350 about 20 minutes, just
1 egg
I am so excited that I can hardly let go of Papaw and we both look
will crisp up and you won’t be able to until the crust is set and lightly
1 teaspoon vanilla
roll them.) Leave the pirouettes plain
down. I have cinched in his waist
stand it. I am helping Daddy haul
browned. Remove the pan from the
Preheat oven to 350 degrees
or dip one end in dark, milk or white
so much from my hug that his
the tree to the car. Neanie and
oven but keep the oven on.
Mix all ingredients together. It will
chocolate.
Dip
the
chocolate
ends
pants have fallen down. Belt and
Lizzie are helping, too. Mama
Filling
make a heavy batter that is easier
into sprinkles, coconut or inely
all, they are puddled around his
walks behind us with Gina, who
stirred with a sturdy wooden spoon.
chopped nuts if you wish.
4 eggs
feet.
is not helping to haul the tree
Drop by well rounded teaspoons onto
For Brussels style cookies, let them 1½ cups sugar
Even though he isn’t laughing,
because she has new mittens.
crisp up, then layer the back of one
¾ cup lemon juice (fresh squeezed, a cookie sheet. Make cross hatches on
Papaw isn’t mad. He just bends
They are cream colored and
each cookie with a wet fork, if you
cookie with melted chocolate (in
if possible)
over and pulls his pants back up
crocheted, and she doesn’t want
wish. Bake about 10 minutes, or just
addition to regular, dark or white
1 tablespoon lemon peel
over his plaid boxers. Somebody
to get pine tar stuck on them. The
until set and slightly brown around
chocolate, try mint melted chocolate
Powdered sugar, for dusting
hands me a cup of cocoa and
rest of us don’t mind because we
the edges. Let the cookies sit for a few
chips.) Place another cookie over the
With a hand mixer or a whisk,
Mama says, “Get Laura Lynn out
would not want to ruin a new pair
minutes before removing them from
chocolate layer to make a little
thoroughly beat the eggs. Mix in the
the cookie sheet. About 14 cookies.
of the kitchen before she drops’em sandwich.
remaining ingredients and
of mittens, either, and besides,

